Although understanding the risk factors with suitable evaluation indices is useful in order to improve the safety of vehicle driving, there is no evaluation index for low-speed vehicles on pedestrian spaces. Because the characteristics of pedestrian spaces as driving environment is different from that of roadway for automobiles, we do not directly use the existing evaluation indices proposed in research field of automobiles. Therefore, we constructed an evaluation index for low-speed vehicles driving on pedestrian spaces. At first, we compared the characteristics of the driving situations of existing indices to that of our target situation, and proposed the evaluation index "Ellipse-Mapped Relative Risk". Next, we confirmed the characteristics of proposed index by simulation and experiment. From the results of simulation, EMRR's ability to evaluate the apparent risk in various driving situations was confirmed. On the other hand, from the results of experiment, consistency for the risk perception of the drivers was confirmed. At last, with the proposed evaluation index, a risk effect of pedestrians was partly confirmed as the first step of understanding the risk mechanisms.
Introduction
Recently, electric powered low-speed vehicles are focused on as the geriatric alternative mobility devices for the automobiles. Various types of electric-motor-driven wheelchairs with manual steering, which are called "Senior Car", are the typical examples of low-speed vehicles and have come to be widely used. In addition, as a result of the furtherance of social participant of persons with disabilities, it becomes common situation to see various types of powered wheelchairs for the persons with disabilities on pedestrian spaces. In this increasing trend of the low-speed vehicles, the safety of these vehicles on pedestrian spaces is being doubted. In fact, the number of the accident reports concerning low-speed vehicles is increasing with the shipment growth (1) . Because the number of these low-speed vehicles will increase more and more in future in Japan, improving safety of low-speed vehicles is necessary in order to prevent the accidents. On the other hand, new conceptual low-speed vehicles, which are called "Personal Mobility", are being developed. These vehicles aim improvement of economic efficiency (2) and reduction of environmental load, and are thought to drive not only on roadways but also on pedestrian spaces. TOYOTA MOTOR CORP. proposed several prototype models of "Personal Mobility" such as "i-swing" (3) and "MOBIRO" (4) . "Segway" (5) series developed by Segway Inc. are widely used in many countries. However, these new vehicles are not permitted to drive on public roads in Japan. The prohibition is not based on specified problems but on insufficient discussion about these vehicles. Thus, discussing their safety is demanded for appropriate applications.
To think of the safety of vehicles, we think that two kinds of views are required: safety as a machine and safety as a tool. The former is the safety that machines must not break down and not malfunction. As for this kind of safety, some approaches have been conducted up to now. On the other hand, the latter is the safety that we must not be in unsafe situation while driving vehicles. Because this kind of the safety has not been enough discussed, this research focused on the latter safety.
Discussion of the safety as a tool has many difficulties because mutual interactions with several factors affect each other. For example, it has been said that vehicle driving consists of three factors: environments, drivers and vehicles. If one of these factors or relation between these factors has any problems, safety would be lost. If the causes of the unsafe situation are complicated factors, comprehensions and solutions for such situations are much more difficult than that for simple situation. In addition, if the human factors relate the cause of the unsafe situation, more detailed analyses of the situation are needed for implicit effects of human factors. Error Forcing Context (6) in which the factors of situations make human take mistakes, is typical example of complicated unsafe situation that human factors affect. As considerations of differences among the individuals are important for such analyses, not absolute but relative evaluation indices are demand to understand such situations.
As for the safety as a tool, following cases are the typical unsafe situations. Case 1: Relation between driver and vehicle has some problems. Example of unsafe situations: Driver incorrectly operates a vehicle because of bad HMIs and goes into unsafe situation. Case 2: Relation between driver and environment has some problems. Example of unsafe situations: Driver has insufficient cognition around the vehicle and the vehicle nearly contacts with pedestrians or other vehicles. We classified case 1 as "Safety within the individual" and case 2 as "Safety with the situation", and tried different approaches for each case. This paper describes "Safety with the situation". As for the case 1, for example, we improved the HMI of low-speed vehicles considering physical workload and affordance (7) .
For "Safety with the situation", interaction with others on the environment is important factor. The main target driving environment of this research is pedestrian spaces such as sidewalk and large park. There are many pedestrians and other low-speed vehicles on these pedestrian spaces. They cause many interactions with each other and many factors affect the safety of driving. Understanding these interactions and their effects is important in order to improve safety. However, we can not understand which interactions and effects reduce the safety, because we do not have any evaluation indices that can evaluate how safe a certain driving situation is. Therefore, as the first step of improvement of the safety of low-speed vehicles driving on pedestrian spaces, this research aimed the construction of an evaluation index of "Safety with the situation". In addition, we researched pedestrians' effect on safety with the proposed evaluation index.
Risk Evaluation

Requirements of Evaluation Indices
As for the safety of various kinds of vehicles, vehicles must not cause any accidents. As for the low-speed vehicles on pedestrian spaces, collisions with pedestrians and obstacles mean accidents. In order not to have accidents, it is important to avoid situations in which accidents could easily happen. Therefore, we need to focus not on the results but on the situations and processes. This research focuses on risk of collisions with others in order to evaluate situations and processes before collisions.
Though "Risk" sometimes means "Potential Danger", industrial standards such as ISO (8) and JIS (9) define "Risk" as "Combination of the Probability of Occurrence of Harm and the Severity of that Harm". Based on this definition, risk is evaluated as sum and product of the probability of occurrences and degree of harm in research field of safety engineering. As for the risk evaluation of mobility devices, some evaluation indices have been proposed in research field of automobiles and autonomous locomotion robots.
As the main usage of evaluation indices is literally for the evaluation of risk, evaluation indices must be able to evaluate the risk of a certain situation appropriately. However, evaluation indices have another usage: trigger of active safety technologies (10) . Thus, good evaluation indices must fit the risk perception of the driver because active safety technologies with the trigger based on the risk evaluation far from the drivers' feeling irritate the drivers. Therefore our target evaluation index needs to meet the following two requirements.
To evaluate the risk of driving on pedestrian spaces adequately.
To fit the risk perception of the drivers of low-speed vehicles. For the former requirement, initial confirmations of the characteristics of the proposed index were conducted by the numerical simulation. For the latter requirement, comparisons with drivers' subjective evaluation of the driving risk were conducted by the experiment with the driving simulator. The numerical simulation is mentioned in section 3.1. and the experiment with driving simulator is mentioned in section 3.2.
Existing Evaluation Indices
To consider of the target index, we focused on the existing evaluation indices. In research field of automobiles, indices such as TTC and THW were proposed to evaluate the collision risk while following a preceding car (11) . Figure 1 shows a typical situation of following a preceding car. TTC and THW are expressed as ) (
where x r denotes the relative distance between the preceding car and the following car, v p the velocity of the preceding car, v f the velocity of the following car. As these indices use mono directional variables, we classified these indices as evaluation indices of 1-dimensional collision risk. In addition, these indices do not consider the degree of collision harm because even small collisions become large problems for the car collisions. Existing researches have been trying to find that these indices meet the above-mentioned two requirements. Therefore, these indices have been used for both analyses of the mechanism of traffic accidents and triggers of the active safety technologies. On the other hand, in research field of autonomous locomotion robots, potential field methods based on distances to the objects existing in the situation were proposed (12) . These indices are used for autonomous locomotion and said to be a certain kind of evaluation indices for the risk evaluation. Figure 2 shows an example of a certain situation of autonomous locomotion of a robot: the red circle denotes the start point, the blue circle the goal point, the green circles the obstacles. Potential field method combines two potential fields: attractive potential based on the start and goal points, and repulsive potential based on distances to the obstacles. Each potential is calculated as where U denotes the over-all potential, U a the attractive potential, U r the repulsive potential, k a the attractive gain, x the position of the robot, x g the position of the goal, k r the repulsive gain, ρ(x) the distance to the nearest obstacle, ρ 0 the constant distance. Figure 3 shows the image of series of calculation. Autonomous locomotion robot plans its path with the derivation of over-all potential. As this index uses position on the plane, we classified this index as evaluation indices of 2-dimensional collision risk. As autonomous locomotion robots control the velocity, this index could consider the degree of collision harm on some level. 
Evaluation Index of Risk Evaluation on Pedestrian Space
To evaluate adequately the risk on pedestrian spaces, it is necessary to understand the characteristics of pedestrian spaces. At first, we defined following three environment as "Pedestrian Space". Sidewalk Roadway without sidewalk Public space such as large park and car-free mall In these environments, there are two types of interactions between the vehicle and pedestrian: overtaking and facing avoidance. Though both interactions need to be taken into consideration, we decided facing avoidances as a target interaction in this research. Because collisions in facing avoidance are more harmful than that in overtaking in terms of relative velocity, we selected facing avoidances as the first step of our research. In addition, this selection was partly based on the fact that the vehicle could drive even without any overtaking. Figure 4 shows an example of a sidewalk, Fig. 5 shows an example of roadway without sidewalk and Fig. 6 shows an example of large park. Although these situations have some differences in local, they have following common characteristics in general.
Pedestrian spaces have 2 D.O.F.
Small collisions are allowed on pedestrian space. As the first characteristic shows that D.O.F. of pedestrian spaces is different from that of roadways, our target index must be able to evaluate the 2-dimensional collision risk. As for the second characteristics, Ikuta (13) pointed that deceleration of welfare mobility devices is effective for reduction of the risk. Therefore, our target index should consider of not only the probability of collisions, but also the harm of collisions. In this respect, our target index is not based directly on TTC and THW. However, as the concept of time-based probability of collision was confirmed to fit the drivers' feelings on a certain level, our target index will partly use the concept of time-based probability. On the other hand, our target index would not also be based on the potential field method. Because potential field methods calculate the risk based on distances to the objects, the evaluation of the risk changes in a concentric fashion. However, it is said that pedestrians and drivers of low-speed vehicles do not feel the risk in a concentric fashion, but moderately in an oval-shaped fashion. Liu (14) analyzed pedestrian flows and found that pedestrians and users of powered wheelchairs on pedestrian spaces avoid each other based on invisible oval-shaped area called "Personal Space". Nakagawa (15) analyzed how pedestrians, riders of bicycles and users of Personal Mobility Vehicle "Winglet" avoid each other and found that the concept of "Personal Space" is validated to the avoidance of bicycles and "Winglet". These studies show that the longitudinal length of "Personal Space" is several times as long as the lateral length, and indicate that the oval-shaped "Personal Space" would effective to fit the risk perception of the drivers of low-speed vehicles. Therefore, our target index would use the concept of "Personal Space". Table 1 shows the summary of features of existing evaluation indices and extension for our target index. From the above-mentioned discussions, we proposed a new risk index "Ellipse-Mapped Relative Risk" (from now on, "Ellipse-Mapped Relative Risk" is called "EMRR"). In order to explain the idea simply, driving situations are made simplified as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. At first, we consider the risk on static situations shown in Fig. 7 . Pedestrians far from the vehicle seem to have low risk and pedestrians near the vehicle seem to have high risk. In addition, based on "Personal Space", pedestrians on the same ellipse around the vehicle seem to have the equivalent risk. Next, we consider the risk on dynamic situations shown in Fig. 8 . Pedestrians whose direction intersects with the direction of the vehicle seem to have high risk, and pedestrians whose direction does not intersect seem to have low risk. The important point is not whether the vehicle would collide with pedestrians or not, but whether the vehicle has the possibility to collide with pedestrians. The point is not whether collision occurs or not, but how high the possibility of collision is. Consequently, EMRR is not expressed as discrete value but as continuous value. In order to quantify the risk based on the discussion in last paragraph, we proposed the following expressions
where EMD i denotes the ellipse-mapped distance to a certain pedestrian whose index is "i", dx i is the longitudinal distance to the pedestrian, dy i the lateral distance, K l the lateral gain for the ellipse-mapping, P i the probability of collision for one pedestrian, D i the harm of collision for one pedestrian, N the number of pedestrian around the vehicle, v 0 the velocity vector of the vehicle, v i the velocity vector of the pedestrian, e i the relative position vector from the vehicle to the pedestrian. Figure 9 shows the definitions of the variables. At first, ellipse-mapped distance to the pedestrian "i" is calculated with Eq. (6) for "Personal Space". We assigned 6.0 to K l based on the Liu's research. Next, probability of collision to the pedestrian "i" is calculated with Eq. (7), and harm of collision is calculated with Eq. (8) . P i with Eq. (7) means the 2-dimnesional extension of TTC, and D i with Eq. (8) means the relative velocity mapped to the relative position vector. These variables are only calculated as positive values because negative values means that the vehicle would not collide with the pedestrian. The product of these variables evaluates EMRR for one pedestrian. Then, EMRR on a certain situation is defined as the max value of EMRR i s with Eq. (9) . EMRR is calculated with a sequence of these methods. Although yawing rate is important factor of motion of low-speed vehicles, the factor of yawing rate is not apparently added in the proposed expressions. One reason is that dimension reduction was needed to make the index simple while considering yawing rate needed another dimension for calculation. Another reason is that EMRR was demanded to be expressed as similar formulations to existing TTC. The other reason is that time series calculation with vectors of velocity and position could partly reflect the factor of yawing rate. Due to these reasons, yawing rate is not directly added in the expressions, although we do not deny the possibility that the extension of the index with yawing rate would be useful. Before using EMRR practically, it is necessary to confirm that EMRR can evaluate apparent risk in various driving situations adequately. In other words, EMRR has to consider a safe driving as "Low Risk" and a risky driving as "High Risk". For confirmation, we conducted numerical simulations of driving on various situations and evaluated EMRR of those situations. To set up the various driving situations, three factors were taken into consideration: velocities of vehicle and pedestrians, density of pedestrians, and margin of avoidance to pedestrians. A driving at low velocity with enough margin of avoidance to pedestrians on a clear space seems safe, and a driving at high velocity with short margin of avoidance to the pedestrians on a crowded space seems dangerous. Confirmation of EMRR's ability of adequate evaluation of the apparent risk is the purpose of this simulation.
Method
To compare driving on various situations, facing slalom avoidance was adopted as a target interaction for simulations. Figure 10 shows the standardized situation for the driving simulations on various situations. Five control parameters and one constant parameter define each driving situation. V 0 denotes the velocity of the vehicle, V P the velocity of pedestrians, W V the width of slalom driving, W P the lateral interval between the pedestrians, D P the longitudinal interval between the pedestrians and M the margin how near the vehicle approaches to the pedestrians. W V was always constant parameter, and the others were control parameters. This simulation consists of three parts. Condition 1 is for basic analyses of various driving where V 0 , W P and D P are the control parameters. Condition 2 is for the special analysis focused on the margin where M is the control parameter. Condition 3 is for the special analysis focused on relative velocity where V 0 and V P are the control parameters. In this condition, offsets were added to D P because passing time of avoiding one pedestrian changed a little according to the absolute velocity of the vehicle. With these offsets, margin distance to the nearest pedestrian was adjusted to 5.0 m when the vehicle reached just in front of the pedestrian. Table 2 shows values of each parameter for each condition. V 0 was based on the regulations for the welfare mobility devices in Japan and V p was assigned according to V 0 . Since the minimum width of the sidewalk permitted by the regulation is 2.0 m, W P and W V were assigned by consulting the regulation. D P and M was assigned by consulting our introductory investigation with trial and error. In numerical simulation, we used MATLAB package.
Step size of the simulation was 0.040 seconds, and this was equal to refresh rate of the driving simulator mentioned in the next section. Figure 11 shows the typical example of time series EMRR and corresponding situation at the condition where V 0 was 4.0, W P 1.0, D P 5.0, V P 0.0, M 5.0 and W V 0.80. As the driving of these simulations was set to facing slalom avoidance, time series EMRR changes repeatedly according to the driving situation. To quantify the characteristics of each trial, one-time avoidance is defined as the duration from the time when the EMRR regards a certain pedestrian as the most risky pedestrian to the time when the EMRR regards another pedestrian as the most risky pedestrian. In addition, we focused on average EMRR of one-time avoidance in order to grasp the global characteristics. Figure 12 shows the simulation results of condition 1 and each bar presents average EMRR. From Fig. 12 , increasing trend of EMRR is confirmed according to increase of both velocity and density of pedestrians. Because both driving with high velocity and driving on crowded situation are dangerous, these trends indicate that EMRR can adequately evaluate apparent risk in various driving situations in respect of velocity and density of pedestrians. Figure 13 shows the simulation results of condition 2 and each bar presents average EMRR. From Fig. 13 , increasing trend of EMRR can be confirmed according to the
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Vol. 4, No. 1, 2011 decrease of margin when the vehicle starts to avoid the pedestrian. Driving with enough margin to pedestrians seems safe and driving with little margin seems dangerous. Therefore, this result indicates that EMRR can adequately evaluate apparent risk in respect of the margin to the pedestrians while driving. Table 3 shows the simulation results of condition 3. At the first glance, relative velocity seems to be the dominant factor of average EMRR. However, deviation of average EMRR can be confirmed between driving even on the condition that relative velocities are equivalent. Though relative velocity of trials 1 and 2 are equivalent, average EMRR of trial 2 is larger than that of trial 1. As for the trials 4 and 5, the tendency is the same. Figure 15 shows time series yawing angle of the vehicle. For making the same relative path, amplitude of yawing angle in trial 4 is large though the absolute velocity of the vehicle is low. Large amplitude of yawing angle with the nearly equivalent cycle time indicates the early preparation for avoidance even in same distance between vehicle and pedestrians, and caused the decrease of EMRR. In this way, it is confirmed that EMRR can adequately evaluate apparent risk in respect of yawing angle. 
Experiment for the confirmation of EMRR's characteristics
Overview
As it was confirmed that EMRR can adequately evaluate apparent risk in various driving situations in the previous simulation, EMRR is qualified as the evaluation index of risk evaluation on pedestrian space. Next, it is necessary to confirm the agreement of evaluations between EMRR and risk perception of low-speed vehicle drivers. In addition, in order to use EMRR as a trigger of active safety technologies, it is beneficial to grasp the limitation of EMRR. Therefore, experiment for the validation of EMRR was conducted with a driving simulator. In current regulation, powered wheelchairs for the persons with disabilities are popular vehicles which are officially permitted to drive on sidewalk. Due to this reason, the experiment was conducted with the powered wheelchair driving simulator. The task was to answer the subjective evaluation of displayed various driving without any operation. Confirmation of agreement of evaluations and finding the weakness of EMRR are the purpose of this experiment.
Method
The number of subjects was six (from now on, they will be called subject A~F). They were male students who were not related to and did not know about this study. Subject A, C, D and E had very little experience of driving a powered wheelchair. Subject B had much experience and drove powered wheelchairs very well. Subject F had some experience and decent driving skill. All of them are physically unimpaired. In order to check the drivers with various subjects, subjects with both high and low driving skill were examined. Figure 16 shows the appearance of driving simulator used in this experiment. As this simulator has regeneration function of recorded driving, various driving prepared in the previous simulations were displayed to the subjects. The number of displayed driving was 20 and their driving conditions were the same as those of previous simulations. Figure 17 shows example of evaluation course. Both side of this course were the walls and the width of this course was 2.0 m which is the narrowest width permitted by the regulation. There were four pedestrians in the course and prepared driving were the facing slalom avoidance through them. In this experiment, only visual cues were presented because we wanted to focus on the risk in respect of the interaction with the pedestrians. Even though motion cues based on vehicle motion give some effects on the risk perception of the driver, their effects are mainly caused by shaking drivers' body. This is the problem closed in the vehicle itself, and has little relation with the interaction to the pedestrians. Therefore, motion cues were not provided. Experimental procedure was as follows. 1. As demonstration driving, four driving were displayed to the subjects. Then, we explained that various driving with different velocities, avoidance path and density of pedestrians, would be displayed. 2. At first, basic driving where V 0 was 4.0 km/h, V P 0.0 km/h, W V 0.80 m, W P 1.0 m, D P 5.0 m and M 5.0 m, was displayed to the subjects. After display, subjective evaluation of its danger was asked. The subjects were asked to answer on a scale of 6 to 20. Evaluation sheet was given to the subjects and some evaluation ranks had supplemental remarks. Table 4 shows the supplemental remarks on the evaluation sheet. 3. Rest 19 driving were displayed randomly. After each display, the subjects were asked how dangerous the driving was. Between each driving, the basic driving was displayed as the basis of evaluation every time. In other words, 19 different driving and 18 basic driving were displayed to the subjects in turn. At first, following four demonstration driving were displayed to the subjects in this order: basic driving, driving with least EMRR, driving with highest EMRR and basic driving again. With this demo driving including most and least risky driving, changes of evaluation basis were prevented. The subjects were given the following three instructions.
Evaluate the danger of the driving mainly on the avoidances to the second pedestrian and third pedestrian. You can answer the even numbers without supplemental remarks. Evaluate the danger based on the answer of basic driving. First instruction was given to check risk perception on avoidance as the continuous situation, not on avoidance as the event. Third instruction was given not to change the subjects' basis of risk perception. 
Results
To confirm the agreement of evaluations between EMRR and risk perception of the subjects, regression analyses were conducted between these evaluations. Figure 18 shows the result of good correlation in subject D. It seems to have good agreement, and coefficient of correlation is 0.91. This value supports the correlation at 5% level of significance. On the contrary, Fig. 19 shows the result of bad correlation in subject B. Coefficient of correlation is 0.48. Even though this value satisfies the 5% level of significance on the edge of tolerance levels, it seems not to have good agreement. The comments of this subject after the experiment were as follows.
Subject B evaluated each driving based mainly on the distances to the pedestrians. Subject B did not place importance on the velocity so much. These comments show that subject B seemed to focus only on the distances. Though we do not know whether this was because he could drive powered wheelchairs very well or because he had characteristics that he did not focused on the velocity, this result indicates EMRR's limitation that there are some drivers whose risk perception does not fit the evaluation on EMRR. Table 5 shows the result of all subjects and values are the coefficient of correlation. All values including the result of subject B satisfy the 5% level of significance. Even though the value of subject B is small, these results seem to indicate that evaluation of EMRR fit the risk perception of drivers on a certain level of generality. Therefore, with the result of previous simulations, we validated EMRR on the condition where we reviewed. 
Risk Evaluations with EMRR
Overview
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate a risk effect of pedestrians with the proposed EMRR as the first step of understanding the risk mechanism on pedestrian space. To consider of the risk of driving on pedestrian spaces, interactions with pedestrians are very important factor. Facing avoidance is the characteristic driving situation of low-speed vehicles by comparison to automobiles. Therefore, in order to understand the interactions with pedestrians, two slalom driving situations were compared with the powered wheelchair driving simulator: one is the driving without pedestrians' walk, and the other is the driving with pedestrians' walk. The task was facing slalom avoidance on sidewalk in both conditions. In this experiment, the subjects operated the vehicle.
Method
The number of subject was three (from now on, they will be called subject F ~ H). They were male students who were not related to and did not know about this study. Subject F had some experience and decent driving skill. He was the same subject mentioned in previous experiment. Subject G had much experience and drove powered wheelchairs very well. Subject H had very little experience of driving a powered wheelchair. All of them are physically unimpaired.
To compare the effects of pedestrians' walk, two driving conditions were set up: static condition and dynamic condition. In static condition, only the low-speed vehicle drove at a velocity of 6.0 km/h in order to avoid the pedestrians. On the other hand, in dynamic condition, the low-speed vehicle drove at a velocity of 3.0 km/h with avoiding the pedestrians and pedestrians walked toward the vehicle at a velocity of 3.0 km/h. In both conditions, the subjects operated steering of the low-speed vehicle and the velocity of the vehicle was constant through each trial. To focus on pedestrians' walk, it was necessary to set up the same conditions except pedestrians' walk. Therefore, in dynamic condition, correction term was added to the vehicle dynamics model in the driving simulator. With this correction term, even in dynamic condition, the relative behavior to pedestrians with same operation input were the same as that in static condition. In fact, average EMRR of simulated driving in dynamic condition was almost equivalent to that of simulated driving in static condition.
In both conditions, 10 pedestrians stood at almost same position as the previous simulation where W P was 1.0 m and D P is 5.0 m. Figure 20 shows the appearance of driving course. The width of the side walk was 2.0 m and there were walls on the right and street trees on the left. This course was made by imitating a certain real sidewalk for the further experiment in future. In both conditions, 5 trials were conducted. As for the subject F, only 3 trials were conducted because of a trouble in recording equipment.
In this experiment, we wanted constant velocity in order to simplify the task. However, conventional joysticks can not separate accelerating operation and steering operation. Therefore, we used steering grip as the HMI of driving simulator instead of conventional joysticks. Figure 21 shows the appearance of steering grip. With this setup, the subjects could operate vehicle's steering with constant velocity. Figure 22 shows the typical example of time series EMRR. Line in red denotes the time series EMRR in dynamic condition and line in blue denotes that in static condition. To compare two results statistically, average EMRR of each one-time avoidance were focused. Figure 23 shows the average value of each one-time avoidance. Strictly speaking, it is true that this value is average analyses of average EMRR in one-time avoidance. However, because average EMRR in one-time avoidance itself is the feature quantity of a certain avoidance, we conducted average analyses of average EMRR.
Results
From Fig. 23 , we confirmed that EMRR in dynamic condition is larger than that in static condition regardless of average values of subjects. These deviations of results between dynamic condition and static condition are proved to be different by the T-test at the 5% level of significance. As the relative velocity between the low-speed vehicle and pedestrians was equivalent for both conditions, the difference between conditions was only whether the pedestrian came close or not. Therefore, the cause of these deviations seems to be the pedestrians' walk. In addition, although correction terms for the dynamics model was added to make the simulated driving in dynamic condition equivalent to that in static condition, the results of the experiments with the subjects made the significant difference.
The unapparent human factors concerning perception seem to increase average EMRR in dynamic condition because participation of the subjects is the main difference between the numerical simulation and driving simulator experiment. After the experiments, the subjects were asked about the driving of two conditions, and answer following comments in common.
In dynamic condition, some operations were delayed when they noticed. It was a little hard to cognize the pedestrians' motion. These comments indicate that the walking motion of pedestrians would have the risk effect to the drivers of the low-speed vehicles. In addition, visual cues seem to be the risk factor in this case though it is not clear only from the results of this experience. As the next step, the evaluation of EMRR of the driving on pedestrian spaces with various visual cues would reveal the risk mechanism of this risk increase.
Discussions
In this paper, we aimed to construct an evaluation index for the risk evaluation of low-speed vehicle driving on pedestrian spaces. At first, we organized the existing evaluation indices of automobiles and robots. Considering the characteristics of pedestrian spaces as the driving situation, design concept of our target index was extracted. Then, with the concept of "Personal Space", we proposed evaluation index "EMRR". In order to confirm the characteristics of EMRR, numerical simulation and experiment with subjects were conducted. From these results, we confirmed following two characteristics of EMRR.
EMRR can evaluate apparent risk in various driving situations. EMRR fits the risk perception of the low-speed vehicle drivers on a certain level. Next, with EMRR, we evaluated a risk effect of pedestrians as the first step of understanding the risk mechanisms on pedestrian spaces. From the experiment results, we confirmed the possibility that the pedestrians' walk would be the risk factor to the drivers of the low-speed vehicle. As the comments of the subjects supported the evaluation of EMRR, this result would be confirmed even without EMRR. However, the advantage of the quantitative evaluation indices is the ability to find out risky situations which the drivers can not notice. Therefore, as the next step to understand the risk mechanism on pedestrian spaces, EMRR would be effective for understanding risk factors which the drivers can not notice clearly. In this respect, we think that we could construct the effective tool for safe driving on pedestrian spaces. From now on, we would like to understand the risk mechanism on pedestrian spaces and develop the active safety technologies for the low-speed vehicles. Simultaneously, further validation and grasp of the limitation of EMRR are our task.
